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This paper represents an attempt to unify some fai.rly 
recent results in the field of point~set topology. With the 
emphasis on clarification and, in some instances, simplifi-
" 
cation we have tried to characterize certain properties of 
p 
X in terms of its Stone-CeGh cQJnpactification, a(X). For 
this reason we consider only completely regular ~l?aGe..s. 
throughout the discussion. The concepts with whi,ch .we _sba:11 
be chiefly concerned are topological completene.ss·,. :paracom.~ 
pactness, the Lindelof property, real -compac:t·ness·t ·and c·om ... 
.. 
plete metrizability. 
· Sections I and II ·c·orit.ain ·-1?+·~.1:imin·ary tenn.i:nolo·gy· a_n·d· a 
brie:f. d:iecus~s,ion o:f ·un.i:f:ormities, ps_eudometri9 uni··formi·t·i_e·s.,. 
·a:n.d ·-uni:forml:y:c. ·continuotis and continuous pseudometrics:. :tn 
·s:ection I·rr parti·1;:io:ps of unity are introduced and ~n .im·-
p:brtant ·th~pr~.m relating op~n. co.verings of a :norrr1:a·1 space to 
partitions: of., unity is prove·a,,. :section IV: ·c:ontains· the 
L 
standard result conce'.rning pseudome·t.rizable spaces and p:~r-.a.·-· 
qompactness, i.e. pseudometrizab·.le implies paracompact. The· 
theorem is proved without the :usual restrictions of regular-
ity or Hausdorff on the space. In Section· V ·:8 (X) is: defined 
and its maximality among compactif.j.¢ati·qn:s: ·of· x: i,s qe-m.on~ 
J· 
strated. 
Section VI begins the· .main body of th·e··· thesis:-. ·Within 
this section the first major equivalence theorem is proved 















B(X). Sections VII - IX_are,analogous to Section VI in that 
the method of proof of·the theorems within is exactly the 
same. The interrelations between the .essentially different 
concepts is thus made clear. 
In Section X we prove tech' s- ·theorem: A metric space 
~-
:fg: a ·a0 in f3 (X) if and only if it is completely metrizable. 
~he proof is given in its original form with: the exception 
.of several clarifying ·comments. In, .conclusion these results 









f3_(X) was first introduced and its properties studied by 
Stone and ~ech. Their interests lay chiefly in metric spaces 
with the main result being tech's well-known theorem: A metric 
space X is a G0 in- a (X) if and only if it is completely 
metriz.able. Thus: a metric is imbedded in its Stone-tech corn~ 
pactification in the same way in which it is imbedded in any 
compactification. The questiqn naturally arose as to what 
could be said about~ if its properties were less restricted, 
for examp·:1e, i:f_ x ,were only c·omple:tely· ·regular. Some o:f. ·the 
Micha~!, :P~t)t;: of whose work i.s :~tudied .in this pape·r. Tamano, 
especially, has develop:e:d_ .s·ome very exact conditio·ns under 
which a sp,ac·e X will be p_aracompact~, topologicall·y complete __ ,· 
and real comp~q.t.. We, s:ha.11 study these resµl_t:~ an¢!_ a·~tempt 
J 
to make eviqen·t the·i-_r corre·Ia.tions·. :Tbe .:main po.int ·o.f. inter-
es-t will_ be_- :t_he: s·t:riking· similarities in- .b_o·t-h s-tatetnent and 
trtethod of· pro·ot·: o .. f .t.hes·e theo:rems. As .a re,s-u·l--t. one is quite 
--~a-s:·ily able to_ lis·t t,hese prope:~t:ie:$ :o;f. a space in a sort of 
hierarchy depending .on the.· cor:resp:o:n.dit1g equi valen:t ·cond-itio·ns 
that the space satisfies- whe·ri imbedde·d in f3 (X) • 
The first five sections of t_h~~ paper contaip t..he. pre..;.-
_.l.j.mi-n·ary development :of some ideas. that we shall need later 
in our discussion and, although some interesting results are 
proved, their main purpose is to supply us with some machinery 
~-
: f_or proving more important theorems. 
' 
,. ,•' '1 ,· • 
• • •• 1 ~ 
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'. .. 1 
t~i,· .', 
The equivalence theorems proved therein represent the focal 
point of our discussion. These theorems, which are the result 
of work done by Tamano, have been enlarged to a certain extent 
to provide a clearer understanding of ,the motivations behind 
~ 
various constructions and arguments. 
With Cech's theorem in Section X we have a further 
characterization of X in S(X) if Xis metric. ·This was one 
of the first theorems . to a.pp:ear which r.el,ated X to a (X) , i-.n 
.. 
that .:j..:t;. completely describes met:d..c spaces which are GO 's 
in. ·~· fX·) • 
-It is. hoped tha:t t:he. ordering and presentation of this 
:material will .provi·.de a ~ .. y·stem·a..t.,ic approach to this type of 
·s:tudy and vtill :$ake cl·~a.t· t::h~ general rnod_e. :of ~':rgument used 
'\ 
-~ 
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I 
In the following di~cussion the topological sp·aces of 
chief concern will be completely r~gular spaces· so that from 
· the outset it will be assumed that any arbitrary space Xis 
completely regular unless otherwise stated. These are spa.ces 
for which the existence of uniformity is known and this prop-
' ' erty will prove useful in providing certain results. 
For any topological space X and subset A denote the int-
erior of A in X by IntXA and the closure of A. in X by Cl0· 
X-A desi_grtates the complement of A in X. Th-e diagonal of A 
A collection of subsets 
Wh~n the indexing set 





. I . 
the set: AA={ (x,x) sXXXI XEA}. 1n 1S 
o:f X I written {B. I O.Ef} {B } T. 1S or a a a.e: 
If x is: a t:opo·1ogic-a.1 -space then, c.-(X) desig_nates ·the set 
of· all continuous functi.ons f: X -+ R, wh·ere_ E is. the :real num-
* hers. C (X) is the -s:e-t of all bo.unded conti11uotts f-unctions 
f :X -+ ~- For an arbitrary ·f_unction f :X -+ R· le,t. ·_o(f)={xe:XI 
f(x).~O} and Z(f)={xe:XI f(xJ=:O}.: O(f) is c:all~d. the support 
·of f in X an.d z (f), the z·ero- $;e:t of f in: ·x. 
If X is ,a s:u_bspace of X ·a_n:d tJ is open in X then. an· open 
* 
* -set u of Y is an extension of O p~ovided u n X=U. the lar-
:gest such extension is calle_d th_e proper extension of U and 
·1-s· dertoted by us • .. £ It ~s ea~ily seen that U =Y-Cly(X-U). 
II 
Let X be any arbitrary set. By a uniformit.y on X we 








1· .•. l 
'. . )' i1:~ _: 
......... ii ) 
1'11:.: · 
.'1 .• 
·:tf :.fi .. E:JJ then b.xC u. 
-1 -1 +t .UEµ then u e:µ. (If U=U then 
U is said to be symmetric.) 
rf Ueµ then there is a Ve:µ such 
that v0 vc u. 
iv.) t'f U,Ve:µ 'then U/lVEµ. 
v.) If UEµ and Uc V then Ve:µ-. 
·~ 
The resulting structure (X,~) is a uniform space. In a 
uniform space .. :(X,µ) property iii.) can .actually be strengthened· 
by -saying th·at for any Ueµ there is a symmetric Weµ such that 
•. 
w0 wc: u. For the V of property iii. ) let W=V I\ v- 1 • Then W is 
symmetric and WoWC:: U. Moreover, we may argue induc.tively th.a:t-
for any Ue~ and for any integer n> O there i:'!3 a ·synun~tr.i·9 w-:e:µ. 
·,. 
suc.h ·that w0 wo ••• ow (n-tirnes) = w1c::. U. 
• From the uniformity µ we may construct a topol.ogy rµ f.or 
the set X in the following manner. Let ±· .,c:on·sis.t of all th·e '' . µ 
sets Oc X such ·t.hat for each xeO there is· :a. ·U:e:µ with U [x]c O · 
where U[x]={ysXI (x,y)e:U}. In view of the definition of a 
uniformity it. _is not diff.icul.t to verify that -r is ind.eed a 
' µ 
topo·logy for: .x·. T µ is call_ed the uniform top·o10.c;tY·.· ·rf (X, T) 
i.-:s· a ·topo:log:ic·al space and µ i.s a; uniformi t:y .fer~:· _X :then we 
."" :. 
say t.hat JJ. ;is compatible with _X if Tµ=T. 
If th·ere exist un.iformi ties µ ,. t fc,r ·a set X and µ c:: z; 
then we :s·a:y that µ i:s· weaker tha't1: t· an_q. write µ < z; •. If p is 
.. 
. ' --
a pseudometric on, X. then we may c.onstruct a uniformity µ for p 
X by taking as a base, all subsets of xxx of the form {(x,y)e 
x~x I p(x,y)<r} for r>O. It is easily proven thatµ p • 1S a 




pseudometrizable if and only if there exists a pseudometric p 
on X such thatµ=~. p A pseudometric p on the uniform space 
(X, t) is said to be uniformly continuo·us on .,···xxx if and only 
if µ < r;. If (X, -r) is a toApolo. g·ical ·space and p is a pseudo-p-
metric on X then pis said to be a topologically weaker pseu-
. dometric if -r P~ -r where :t:p· .is the topol·ogy induced by p. A 
.1 . 
basic property. ·of un.ifQtnti.ties is .9i·ven by the following: 
Q 
Theorem 2 .1: Let. J.t be ·a =unif:.ormi ty compatible ::with (X, t) and 
Ue: µ. Then the.r:e ex·i,S·t's a .uniformly con.tint10:.us ps:eudametric p 
on X such tha·t 
.••. wnc wn_ 1c .. . cw0c u whe17e, 
-n W = { { x , y) e: xxx I p ( x , y) < 2 } • 








. thu~-·- o.btain the co·1.1e.ction · {Uh} ·o·f symmetric members of µ. 




d :.1>.E. an=d ·on.:.J~y :if (x, y) e:Un, n=O 1 1.,, ••.• : 
n 
•".,) 
--~· t_ h 
·For each (x,-y)e:XXX S·~:t p_:fx,:·yJ:;:mi:n·{.1,inf~:_r-
0
· f(xi,xi+l> I i=O,l,.)i} 
1= 
where the infimum is t:a.K.'e·n over all finite sequences· {x0 ,x1 , 
x 2 , ••• ,xn+l} with x 0~x and xn+l=y. From the definition of p 
it is clear that p(xiz·J<p(x,y) + p(y,z) for any x,y,z*X· 
-







and hence p(x,y)=p(J,~). If x=y then f(x,y)=O and thus 
p(x,y)=O. Therefore p is a pseudometric on x. 
We proceed now by induction to show that 
n 
f (x0 ,xn+l) ~ flo { f (xi ,xi+l) I i=O, 1, ••• ,n} ~ 
, 't . 
)rhi-s_ · __ is,-".sc __ -_l __ e_ ·_arly t_ h_._·e case for n=O. Assume th t th · 1 · t _-... - __ - _a ._. __ - e 1nequa 1 y 
-S 
is valid .for all k.::_n-1. We agr.ee to 'call .I f (xi ,xi +l) the 
:1=.r 
length of 't:he .chain from r. t-o: ·s+l and 'a the length of the en~ 
n 
tire chain l f (x. , x. i_.1_) .. · Let t be the 1.a.rg·e$t integer such I 1 1,T· . 1=0 ... 
that the length of ·t_h:~· chain from O to t is ·at most a/2 ... 
The chain from t+l ·t·o. ·n·+l is then a·l_s·o Ci:f: _length at most a/.2.-
Hence by hY:pot:hesi,s :f·:(x:0 :,:x.t)-~ .2.(a/2.):;::_a and .f(xt+l'.xn-+l) 2a. 
It is clear that f (xt ,Xt+lJ.s_a.. Let tn 1:>e the smallest integer 
s,1.J.ch. th.at 2-rn<a. T,ben we have ffx0,x:t}" 2-m+l so that 
(:xo,.-xt)/- um-1-tJm·· Jrertce fxo,:·Xt}e:·-Um and in the same way 
(xt+l'xn+l), (xt,xt+l)e:um~ Therefore (x0 ,xn+l)e:um.-l and 
f(x0 ,xn+l)~ 2-m+l.::. 2a.- 2!f f(xi,xi+ll l. 1=0 .. ,,•' 
Now if p (x,-y) <l t:hen f (x,y) <2 an.d (x.,:~:le:U:0=11.:.- Ft>r 
:n.= 0, 1, • • • lE:?t wn,;,, { (x, y) e:XXX I p (x, y) " 2'"'n l, tlJ.~n we have,: 
••• w c.. w 1c ... c w0c u. n n- · 
·we: .have left to show only that µ <µ•.. :Le·:t -v·sµ • Then 
.. p- - .. P. 
for some .r_>O { (x,y) eXXXI p (x,y) <r} v.. choose -h s-o.· large 
-n that 2 · <r, then W c. V. 
n 
Now ~(x,y)<f(x,y) so that if 
-n-1 (x,y)eUn+l' f(x,y)~ 2 and 
-
-n-1 hence p (x,y) < 2 · • 
-
Thus we 
have Un+l c Wn. But un+l eµ so. Ve:-p :.PY the definition of uni-· 
~ormity. 


















. ( . 
' ' . ;. -
• .J ~' 
Theorem 2. 2: The uniforin space (X, µ) is pseudometrizab·.1e if 
' 
and only -ifµ has a countable base. 
Proof: The necessity of the condition is clear. To prove 
,. 
the sufficiency let· {U I n=0,1, ••• } be a countable base- for 
. n 
. 
. µ. For each U we may apply 'fheorem 2.2 to obtain a uniform-· 
. I ~-
ly continuous pseudometric pn which sati~fies the descending 
CX) 
chain property. Let p(x,y)= l Pn(x,y)/2:ri. p is clearly the 
n=O. ·· · 
.q._e=:s.ired pseudometric on X. .{ 
A un!fortnity of a ve;/special ,nature is the f.i,.ne uni-
formity µ which consists of. ·all ·s·ets UC xxx such that there 
exists some continuous pseudometricp on xxx with W~ cu where 
w6=Ux,y)e:XXXI p (x,y)<1}. µ·* is clearly a uniformity on x. 
Furthermore it is. the larges·t un.iformity compatible with X 
for by 'lheorem 2.2, every unifqrmity µ compatible with the 
* space (X,-r) is contained in µ since 11.P2_µ. implies TPC: -r. 
' ~ 
A subset vc xxx is said to be: a· s.urrounding for X if and 
"· 
on.l:y ·1£: Vis a member o-f .some :ti-niformity compatible with X. 
* I-n vi·ew o·.f tb.e :max·inia:iity .p_rop·e;rty o.f · the fine .urtif ormi ty µ , 
. * V is :a surround:i·ng _f(:>r· }{· if' and- on-ly i,f VEµ • Thus· V is a 
surrounding ~Qr X if and only if there exists a continuous 
pseudometric p on xxx such that W~GV where 
wb'={ (x,y) e:xxxl p (x,y) <l}. 
Before introducing the concept of complete uniformity we 
need some terminology concerning nets. A net {Sn' ne:D} is 
eventually in a subset A of X if there exists an meD such that 
SEA for all n>m. With this in mind we say that a net{S ,nED} n - n 






., . ····,·:1, ;.,.,, .... ·.,,· ... 
{Sn, n£D:} is eventually in each neighbo·rhood: of s. A net 
{ S , n£D} in the uniform space·· (X, µ) is a· Cauchy net if and 
n 
only if for each UEµ there is an mED such that (Sk 1 Sn)£U for 
-
all k,n>m. Evidently this is equivalent to requiring that 
-




some base for11 µ. If (X, µ·) is a uniform space then we say that 
_(4_, µ) is complete if and only if :eve·:17:y c:au_ch.y net in X conver~-
A partition c,f unity· on a: spa.c·e·, X is -a fa.mri .. ly F'· of· con-
tinuous functions f: X ~ R+, .R.+ th·~ non-negativ~ _real numbers, 
such that I:{-f(x:) I f£F}=l ·£0 .. r e:ac.h xeX and all but: a finite 
number. of .m·ember-s. :of F van.ish oh some neighborhoo:d of each 
po.int -X'E4-. :T-h·itS la.:st· condition is equivalent to requirin·g: 
• 
,<)f. ·x. :J~:n t~·onnection with loc_a.ll,y ·.t.inite, co::ve.rin;g_.s· a:nd parti-
·t:ions ,of unity, normal spac·~s :hav.¢· -~ .. ch,fra·c:te.rfs:tic p,roperty. 
:Cf. ·r; '1·S :g covering of:, th·e: s._p'ace 'K _apci I.{£ r :f_e:F}=l is -a parti-
tion of Un:ity 'OO X then wt:: s-:_a-y t_h_a't. ·p is subordinate to z; if 
for each £e·F, O(f)C U for som~ Utt·. Then, for _each locally 
finite co-ve:~i·ng z; of a normal spa.ce X there is a partition of 
unity which: is subordinate to z; .- :Se:fore proving this we re-
quire the .following lemma: 
Lexru;na 3 .1: If z; is a locally f·ini te open covering of a normal 
space X then for each UEt there is an open set G(U) such that 


















-,-~ -..---.--.,,.,.--,---.. --.----,,... 
. ' 
Proof: We employ Zorn's Lenuna in the following manner. Let 
F be a set function d~fined on a subfamily oft satisfyin~ 
the prope.rties: 
. ·• ) 1.:p<' 
j_j_. ) 
iii.) 
DF=domain of F is a subfamily of z; .•.. 
F(U} is an open set such that 
Clx{F (U) }Cu for each Ue:DF. 
l/{F(U) I Ue:D.F}Ul}{Vj Vet, V,iDF}=X:. 
Consider the set '¥ of all such set functions F. ~ -is a· 
'n·on-empty collection; for choo:s·e any Ve:'¥ and note tha.t the 
.$et A=X- c.i{uj Ue'I', U~V} is a closed .set and ACV. If A=~ 
·then let F be -the set !unction defi.:rred only on_ V such ~ha'l;: 
F (V} =~. Clea·:t:ly E.' $.&:tisfies the above three pr~pettie$··". l::f 
A:/-~ then the .. ~:e· is a: cont:in:uo:us· function g ·s·µc:-h that g;::·r . .-on 
x-v and g=O :c,n A. CT.he ·ex·is::t·~rfce ot. _g fo.l.lows f_rtn:n t:he· norm-
ality of X and Urysohn' s Lemma .• :)" Let F (V) ;,{xtv·I g{x) <1-/2}. 
Then Clx{F (V)} c. V, DFc r;, and property ii:i,.} is a.lso satis-
fied since ACF{V). 
The collection 'I' ·is p<:i_rtially ordered by ·the db-.viotis 
relat~on: F~G i.f: and only if DF c DG and GI DF=F. Let· n JJe 
a linearly ordered subset of'¥. . +· Define a ne.w·· ·se:t- function F 
in the following way. Let Pr+= fDFI Fi;GJ and fot UEDF+ define 
F+ (U) = IJ{F (U) .I Fen}. It :i:s clear that F* :Satisfies properties 
i.) and iii.) above. ·:tt1 addition F+(u). is open and since 
is a locally finite collection Clx{F+(U) }=Clx t){F (U) I FEfl}= 
U{Clxl(U) I FEfl}C:U. Hence F<F+ for each FdL Applying 
· Zorn's Lemma we denote the maximal element of, by G, and we 
further assert that DG=t. Assume by way of contradiction that 






D8=DG U {V}, H (U) =G (U') for Ue:DG and·. defi·ne :.H:(V.) ~· in this way: 
-Let A=X~{l){G(U) I Ue:DG}UU{wl we:,, W,e!DG' W~V}}. If A=<I> 
. let lj(V)=~. We then have H>G which is a contradiction. Now 
suppose Ao:/~. ' Then A is a closed set and AC: V. Let h be the 
function which ms· O :on, A. µnd 1 on X-V. The. existence of h 
is again guaranteed. by U~ysohn' s Lenuna. Now we:. set H (V) = 
· '{xe:X I h (x) <l/2} an·d n·o·te: that AC H (V) • We· al:so, have 
:Cl:_~{-H (V) }c: v so th,at .on·l:y· prop,erty iii_). r:erna:i_n:s. to :be -v.e_ri,-
fJ..,ed. To prove ··this we observe that: 
V{H(U)l U'e:·.oH}UV{we:z;I Wt'DH}=H(V)UU{G(U)I ue:nG}V 
U{We:c;I W/DG' WtV} 
:)AU (X-A) =X. 
w~ m_u:st. .have l;-DG=~ and l) { G (U) I .Ue: l; }=X. 
Furnished with this lemma we are now prepared to prove: 
Theorem 3. 2·.: :r-f , is :a: l<:Jcally finite open covering of the 
normal s_pac·e- .x t:heq t.h._e:r:e :i:-S .a partit·i.on of unity subordinate 
to c;. 
Proof: Applying Lemma 3 .-1 choose ·fo:~ -~a·c-b Ui l;- :a.·n, ·op·e·n set 
G(U)C::U such that ClX{G(U)}C:U and{G(U)I Utz;} is a covering 
) 
of x. For e:ac.h u:e ,. t.h.~re is a co_n:t·in·uotis, functidn f 0 on X 
such th,at £0=1 on Clx{G (U)} .:an:d f 0=o on x-u. Furthermore-, 
for each xe:X there, exists a neighborhood V{x) such t-hat for 
each ye:V(x), f 0 (y)=O for all but a finite number of Ue:z; • 
Hence I {f0 (x) I Ue:~.} is: bounded for each xe::X. For Ue:t; let 
.1 
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,,• 
continuous for each U£z; and furthermore I{g0_txll Utz;}=l for 
J each XEX. · {f0 1 u~z;} has the property that all.but a finite 
• ......, j, •• 
' number vanish on some neighborhood of each point of X and so 
. g 0 also has this same property. Thus {g0 1. Ue:1,;} is the de--
sired partition of unity. 
From the proof of this theorem we observe that the par-
.. 
titian of unity can actually be .chosen so that the cardinality 
of its indexing set is the same as';- 1·the cardinality of the 
!V 
.. :i:f .µ is an :operi: -cove.r.ing
1 
of· the: .s·p:a:ce x tb:en: ·we·: say that 
a. co:llectidn ; .. o.f: sub_s,et:·s: :o·f X: .is a J~oc:·a-llY· .f.irtit.e r.efinement 
;_o:f ·µ ·i·f : 
i.) 
ii.} 
. •· • Ill 
• • F~r each V~·.r;,· t:he.rer 1s· -~ .. Ue:·µ·. :s·uch · t·ha·t 
vc:u. 
Fo:r each xe:X there is a ·n~.a.glJborh·d.od 
O(x) such that O{x) meets at most a 
.·finite number of Ve:,;. 
U{VI Ve:r;}=X. 
A. :s:p·a:QE? :X i·s.: s·a.id to be paracompa·c:t :i·f. ·every -.op·e·:n =cov-
e.ring :of X has· an open locally finite refinement. ;Note that 
we do not require X to be Hausdorff o~ regular but the fol-
lowing result remains valid: 
Before proceeding to prove this tJ-i.e.orem we need some: 
I 
preliminary definitions. If (X,p) is a ·pseudometric sp:a·ce· 





. .,. ., 1*' 
'1 
:i:s called the distance between the sets A and B. 'If one of 
·the sets, for example A, consists of a single point.{x} then 
p(A,B)=p(x,B) is called the distance between the point x and 
. ' 
the set B. Note that if xe:B then p{x,B)=O and if Bis closed 
and xtB then p(x,B)>O. For·any set EC:X let B {E)~{xe:XI n 
p (x,E} <l/2nl. Bn (E} is an open set and EC'Bn'(E}. If E,;,,{x} 
then B_ {E)~B tx)· is 3'ust n · ·. n· ·· · · the ball of radius 1;2·.n about x •. 
.I:f we ee·f.ine C {E) ={xEX I .. . n Bn {x}c:; E} then it i·s .. eas.y to see 
:that Cr1(E) =X-Bn (X-E) • c (E) is a closed se-t and c (E)C: E. n 
. ·· n 
. 
. We also have Bn {Cn (E) }C: E an·d .iif m>n, Clx{Bm(E) }c: Bn (E). Let 
xe:Cn(E) and ye:X-E. Then p(x,y}>l/2n from the definition of 
Cn(E} and hence p (Crt(E) ,X-E)tl/2n. We now prove Theorem 4 .. 1 
in the following slightly alt.e·reo. .. ,'f.o·rm: 
Theorem 4. 2: For. ·every ·op·~n covering ·ctf. a p1~~udometrizable 
space (X, t) there. :is ·an: :O:pen locally _finite; covering which 
refines it . 
1s?roof: 
·, 
. Let p be q. pseudometric on x· ·wh_.io-h, g·i·ve,s the topolo-
-gy r. Suppose {G } .A is any open covering of X and assume a CtE 
th:q.t A has been well-ordered. Fo:r e·.ac_h; integer n define 
in=C (G - U En) for each a.EA. For eac~ point XEX let,~ · .a n a· S<a a 
min{aj xe:Ga}. Since GE,; is open there is an integer n such 
n U n that Bn (x)cG~. If x,iE;, then Bn (x) ¢ G~ - 6<~ES. Since 
B (x)C::: Gt", we have B (x) fl 0Vt"E~~rp. Thus B (x) (\ En~<P for n '-:, n µ < ~ µ ·}- n a 
some a<~ and we have for this a, 
xe:B (En) =B. {C (G - Du E~) }CG - VE~C:::G • n a n n a µ<aµ a S<aµ a 
Bllt this is a contradiction since ~=min { a I xe:G } • :H:ence we Ct 
14 
-~ 
\, I ,, 
!·.l 
r.; 
I . • 
n · n. + ·1• ·• • 
must have xe:Et and {Eal ae:A, neN} is a covering of x. 
•• .I· 
··1!'· 
+ . n · n For each ne:N and ae:A we define Fa =Clx{Bn+3 (Ea.J } and 
n n . n n 
Ga.=Bn+2 <Ea>·-- It is clear that Fo:CGa. We wish to show first 
· .. · . n n n+l · 
of all that p(Fa.,F,)_::1/2 whenever a~/3. To do this it is 
sufficient to show that p (En ,En) _:l/2n whenev~r a7(1{.. Now 
B (E~)=B {C (G 0 - lJ0 En) }CG 0 - UBEnc X-En for a<S. Hence n µ n n µ a<µ a , µ a< a a 
,, . ,.; 
Bn (E~) I) E~= tf> for all 13 and for all a.</3, Thus we have 
& (E~ ,E~) !l/2n wheneve,r <l#'/3. · Therefore p (Fn ,Fn) .:1;2ti+l and 
if we set Fn= UFn then Fn is a closed set for each n. a. 
We are now 
cortstr·t1qt the: re.tinement .. o.f. 
:{ G. . I a EA } • Let 
. (), 
prepared to 
.. ..n n U k V· =G - F 
a a k <n + for ~ach ntN ~nd for each aEA. 
·' ~ is an open set for each pair n,a •. 
Let }C ·e:.-X • + Then since {F~f ntN , (le:10 is a coV:$:rJng of .X 
. .:n there exists· a. Jeast integer n SU:c'h that xe:F for JSOtne a.e:A. 
()· 
We h·a·ve 
xe:Fn- U UFk=Fn- lJ Fkc Gn- IJ Fk=vl1. 
· · a. k<n SB a k<n a k<n · a· 
Henc.e {~ I ne:N+, ae:A} is an open covering of X. It is clear 
from the construction of {V:J txe:A, ne:N+} tha,t this collecti.on 
is a refinement of {G J txe:AL Thus we have only to show that a.· .. 
-~h:e: .co1·1e·.cti.on-· {.:v-111 DEN+, ae:·A.} .. -i.·s. :lclcail_y· finite. 
. . .. a . 
Let XE:X and suppose x~En, Then Bn+3 (x)c Bn+3 (E~) c. 
c1x· {B +3 (En}=Fnc: Fn. T-hus B +3 (x) ll vk=cI> for a.11 k>n and for n a..~ a. n a 
all a.e:A. Since p(F~,F~);_l/2n+l, for a fixed k~n,Bn+
3
(x) can 
k intersect at most one G and consequently can intersect at 
. a 
most one Jc. We now have a neighborhood of x which intersects a. 
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l:oc·ally finite and we are finished. . . "' 
Now since every open covering of a pseudometrizable 
space X has an open locally finite refinement we have shown 
that X is paracompact. 
A compactification: .o:f ·g; space x i:s· a 1?·~ir (Y ,f) where 
f:X-+ Y is an imbedding, ·Y i.:s compact and Clyff(X) }::;:Y. I3·y· 
an imbeddi g f :X -+ Y we. shall mean a con·tinuous furtc·tion: 
such that if f (X) is. -~ri·ven: ·the relative ·topology of Y ·th·en 
,.f. :.X -+ f (X.l is .a hom.eorno:rph:i.sm. We a-r~- i.n.terested only in 
·t-ha·t largest .. com.:E)a·.c··ti·t·.·1·ca·ti·on ¢.t· .a. 'I'y·cnonof f ·s.pace X, the 
Stone-tech colllpa·.ct,i .. f:ic-a.tion.. _Let :Q=. (0., IJ. and let F (X) be 
the coll ..ect.i·on o.f·-.all continuous ·furt.c:t:·ions f :X -+ Q. If 
. . . 
. .... , . A we, le:t: .A=car.a·1·-n.al.J/t:Y .-of F (X) then: .1r (fa._") ·:<x -+ Q is .a contin-
uou-s mapping whe·re 1r is the usua,l. •ev:a.luat.:ion mappi_hg. We 
. 
- - " 
A I 
·not.e that Q is compact, Hausdorff ·a.nd :regul·a:r •. : The-. S··ton.e·-
te.Ch c:ompactification is (S(X) ,1Tfa) Where S(l{)=Cl(1Tfa[Xl). 
:t{ fXJ is evidently c;ompa-:ct, Hausdorff and,- :s·i-nce ·rs.gul-c1rity· 
is hereditary·,_ :6 (X) is regular. We now sta:te .. wit.bout proof 
'. 
·.a theorem tn·at. -.e:n·ab·1·e:s· u-s ·to say that among -~-l:l of the corn-
p:a.c:tificat·io·n~; o:f' X :s_:{XJ i .. s- the largest in the ·following 
sense: 
Theorem 5.1: If Xis' ::a. T:ychonoff space and f:X-+ Y is a 
continuous function wher:e·· Y is a compact Hausdorff space, 
* 
-~~. then there is a con-tinuoti's £unction f : a (X) -+ Y such that 
* f I X=f • 
- ~· . 
··~-
,. 
In particular :if·. (Y ,h) is -any other compactification of \ 
, . * X then there is a continuous function h :a(X) + Y such that 
* h IX=h; that I 1s, B(X) is· the largest compactification of X. 
VI 
We now .begin the main body of our discussion with some 
results relating the paracompactness of a Ty:chonoff space X 
to S(X). 
Theorem 6 .1: 'The. top·o:1ogical space X is ·paracompact: .i,f an.cl 
only if for eaoh.: :comp.act set Fe= s {X)-X· there exists a local.l_y· 
finite open covering fC\} of X such fh'at CJ~ (X) UA fl F=~ for 
· ·each A. 
Proof: Suppose: fir.s:t .of '3-ll t;ha·t x is para.comp.act: and let 
FG' S (X) ~x b.e an:Y .cqmpact S.Ett. :since S.{X) is. r·eg.tflar there is: 
* * for each. ~EX a neighbo.rho9d Ux,open in f3 (X), sttc:h th.at xe:Ux · 
* and .Cl-~ {x) ux fl F= 4>. 
. 
* For· xtx: .let· u =U "x. ·· ·· · ·x x'' {u·. }- _i.s now a.n .. _:. ·. x· 
o~~n co·vering of x: ·and s.1.rtce ·X _is :paracomp~ct the.re: ,is.: a-n 
.op.en: lo·c·al.ly fin·ite ·.re·fineme-I)_t. {UA} of {Ux}. For ea·c.·h. A 
-· 
* ,there i.i; an X£X such that CJ,$(X)uAc:c1 8 (X)uxc;:.c1 8 (X)ux. 
Hetic~ ClS(X)uAnF=4> for ~ach ).. 
To prove the suf·f.icienc,y let {Ua} be .any open cove·ring 
. * of X. For each a fix one 6pen set Ua in &(X) such that 
* U fl X=U • a. a 
*· Let F. =:$: (X) --ll .. ~.o:r- each :a;· an·a let F= /l F • a. ·· a a F 
I 
1S 
closed in S (X) for each a and hen.ce F i_s closed and ·compact; 
furthermore, Fe S (X) -x. By hypo:tb:esis: t;·here is a locally 
finite open covering· {OA} of X such that c1 8 (X) OA fl F=~ fqi: 
* each A. Therefore ClB(X)OAC\JUa. for.each A and, since 
' 
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' ', 
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. . . rn ClS(X)OA is compact, there is a finite suJ:?collection {Uk}l 
m * such that Cla(X)OAc: U Uk for each A, hence we also have 1 
* m Since Uk/\ X=Uk we have OA c: \,) Uk for each A. 
1 
Now 
m let HA,k=Uk(\OA-' k=l, ••• ,m, for each A. Then OA=~ HA,k and 
HA ,·k is open for each A:. and for each :k. Furthermore X= V HA k 
A ,k ' 
and by th:e construct;i,011 {I\,,.k} j_s a locally finite refinement 
of f·u } • a· ,· 
·;;. 
If for any s;et v xxx we define_ \l=Int8 (X)xS(X)c1 8 (xpqq}{}V ~ ·~ 
' . . . 
. .· . 
we are led to t:h·e :following: 
··-Theorem 6. 2: Let FC 8 (X) -x be any compac-:-t_ set~- :r;:-f t·he.re -j./s-
a surrounding V of X such that VI\ tip=ll>, then there exists a 
local:l:y f.ini·t·e qpe11 c9ver·irtg {UA} of x $non· that .ClB.(X) UAIIF=~. 
::i?-roof: Sirtc·e· ·V is a surrounding for X: the.re 'e·x:i·s·t.s a (topo~ 
'fo·g.;Lc.a.lly)" weq.k.~r pseudometric d on X suc-h that 
••• w cw 1c .. . c:w0c.v where: · n n- " 
W0 ={ (x,y) EXXXI d(x,y) <l/2°1 • 
. i·et._. JJ be: th.e uniformity generated by d. 
pseudometr·i.·c :topo-logy on X generateq._ by d, so (X,-r ) is p:ara-. . .... , . µ 
compact·. ·Consider tbe covering o·f ·x by· {w3 [x] I XEX}. ·· There 
is a l,oqally finite· :open cover:ing ·fU.A} which refines· {W3 [x] } 
:irt (Xltµ) .and c1 8:(X)UAI\F=q> for eac~l:" A-. For suppose by way 
·-
of contradiction that there is an element pEClB(X)uAn F for 
some A. Then UAC w3 [x0 ] for some x0e:x since· {UA} refines 






':': "l .-,.·. 
.. 
* d =dlx0xx. XO d* (p)< 1/23< 1/22 and there is a neighborhood XO -
* 2 * 0 of p open in f3 (X) such that d (y) < 1-/2 for each yeO=O I\ X. XO 
Hence oxoc wl ={ (x,y) EXXX I d (x ,y) <l/2}. But o~o 11 [IF C wl /I [IF C 
'1 I\ l\F=t and this clearly cannot happen. Therefore we must 
have ClS(X)DAnF=4i for each A and {DA} is the desired cover-
I 1ng •. 
~\~ Corollary: Let Fe: s (X)-X be· any compact set:-. :If .the·re exists 
a surrounding V of X such that \i' I\ llF=4> then X is paracompact. 
Pr,oof: If s .. uch a ~u-rrounding, V, exists then, -we -may find a 
loc:al:lY finite q}?~-n cover. {UA} of x such tl1at. c1_8 (X) UAI\ F=<ll 
fp_r -each .A,.. X. is·· paracompact by :Th:eo·:tem 6 .• 1. 
·-The- ,fo.1:10:w,i.n.9 01res-u·1 t su_ppl.-i.es· ,us with se:\ter.a::1 :-c~or1cfi.tions 
,wbi·ch ar.e :equ.iva.le.nt to. p-a:rac:ompactness in 'I'.y·cho:no:f·:.f spa-c~e:s ..• 
. l.n a n.orm-al sp:a·ce x· we: :b.a·v.e shown that for any· loc.a·1·1y f.inite: 
ct,.vering { u a} the_:r;.e. i:s. ··a p·art..i ti.on of unity (p=·{ ~ X :_I I. <P. >,.=l.} s·ub---
. A 
,ordinate to the :covering {u:a}. 
Theorem 6. 3: In a T_y.c·hon·¢::f t sp·ac·e- )c :the :t·olilcrw·.i.n·g ·ar~-
l. ••• 
equivalent: 
:i •. ) 
ir • ')· .. 
·11 •. :·: 
X is p·ar·acompact. 
ti 
.For ·ea.ch compact set FC:8 (X)-X, the·r.e i.s· a 
l:oca·11y finite covering· {UA} of X su·ch. t.h:a·t 
ClS (X) DA n F=4> for each L, 
::±·ii· •.. )- J;or each compact set FC: S (X) -X, there: i;~ a, 
I' 
.,.,._ ::partition of unity <I>= {~A I l $ A =I} such· th·at 
. A. -
,· 




iv.) For each compact set FC: 8 (X)-X there is a 
su:t'rounding V such that \1' 1' AF=<I>. 
· v.) xxa (X) is normal. 
vi.) If G=XXC is a closed subset of XxB(X) such 
that G 11 ~x=~ then G and 8x are separated 
* :PY some member of C' (XX8 (X)) • 
. Proof: i. )" impl:.i_·~e.- i:i ... }. ·Th-±s .i,:.$. ·the necessary conditi:on_ 
of Theorem 6.1. 
:ii ... _) imp·-1.ies i.-i.i,.). ·Let FG 8 (X) -x be .any c:ompact set and let 
.· fUiiXl be a; loc_c1ilY finite covering of x such that c1 13 (X) ua.nF=<I> 
_f:o:r e-a·ch, .-q:. Si.nc.e ·{U _ J is a -J.oo.al:ly·: f"init·e covering there is a. . . . 
a partition of unity <I>={$xl I~x=l} on X subordinate to {Ua}. 
- - A 
Hence fbt each A, 91${X) { O ($A) }/IF C Cl 13 (X) u a fl F= t/> for -some a .• 
iii.) implies- iv. l :~ Let FC: 8 (X) -x be any compact set_ and 
suppose that <I>={ilffl l)x =1} is a partition of unity on X such 
A 
tha,t Cl/3 (X) {O ($A) } /I F=<I> for ea¢h X. Let d (~-;y) =%{ f A (x) """ii\ (Yl J 
A- . -
Then v1 ·i·s a surrounding 
. •. 
'v for X and we need only show that v1n AF=~. Suppose on the 
contrary that (p,p)E~1n AF. Then since v1 is open in 
* 8 (X) xs (X) there is a neighborhood u of t:> ·op.en .in e (X:) suc:h 
* * ~ * 
_t:hat u xu c v1 . Choose xEU=U f\ x. At most finitely many $A, 
. . . . 
:.s.ay <PA ,<P>,. , ••• ,~X- ,: ·do not vanish at ·:x: .• :F .. or :k~-1,2, ..• ,n let 
1, · 2 · · n· 
n 
.-r·f y/. U Hk then-- we have th~ following: 
1 
n 
el (,x 1:Yl=J I <l>x (x) -$ li. (y) I =I$ A (x) + l. $A (y) > 1 and .. y/_U. Eience 




ptCla (X) {~ Hk}::: ~els (X) {O(<j>Ai but p/Cla (X) {O ( <l>A)} for any A 
since Cll3(X) {O(<l>A) }n F=t and we have a contradiction. There-
fore we must have ~111 ~F=t and v1 is the desired surrounding. 
iv. ) implies i ··: ) • This is ·the con tent o:f t.:he: -Corollary to 
Theorem 6.2. 
i.) implies ,r • .).. r.·.f. X i_:s Jtg.racompact then xxa (X) is para-
.. 
compact he.11:,.Ge r1,0µ11a:-.J~ .• -. 
v.) impli.es ·vi.) • Suppose xxs (X) is normal ·an.a ·Iet G=XxC be 
~-- ::clo·s;-ed subset of xxs (X) such that GI\ 8x=<P. Since G and 
Lix are two closed disjoint subs·ets of xxa (X) by Uryssohn' s 
* Lemma there is an f EC (XxS (X)) :.suc:h tJ1at .. f (GJ=O and f (~x)>=l~· 
•· :*. 
let .. F·t:c· :(XXS{X}J b~ .:"su_cl1 tllat. F(XxC)=l and ::F,..C~x)=O. 
.b::e: 'the restriction .cff F to {x}xs (X) and put · · 
d(x,y)=I I Fx(p)-F (p) _I I= sup IFx(p)-F __ .(J?ll·.: 
· y ~. .P~ S (X) y 
._-cj·learly a pseudometric on X: •. 
Let·-•'F ... 
·x 
d .. · .... '1S 
:Let 1 be the induce·d topt,Io·g_y -of a·. The topolog±c:a .. t 
.:space. (X,1) is paracomp·a·qt.. :~e.t; ... p_x~·{y·e:XI d(x,y) <1/2.} and. 
consider the covering.·· { lJ}(: I xeX} • Let {QA} be a locally s', 
~ 
firiitE;? refinement of {l1xl 1CeX} and let ~={<1>11 I<1>x-1} be a 
. . A . 
p.a·rt·iti·on. of unity on X subordinate to. {QA}. 
t 
If d(x,y) <1/2: 
then IF,cfy) l=IFx(y)-FY(y) l<l/2 and therefore Fx(p)~l/2 fo:r 
eac.h p£Cl·s (X) Ux. But F x (p) =F (x,p) =l for each p£C and l)en.ce 
C1'3(X)Ux/lC=4> for each xeX. Thus Cll3(X){O(<l\)}/lC=4> for each 
Lsince t is subordinate to {OA:} and this covering is in ~urn 
a refinement of {U }. 
X 
A topological space Xis said to be topologically complete 
if. there is a uniformity for X re;l.ati:ve to which X is complete. 
:trf · {Va} is a uniformity for x· .i::t1 which ·x is complete then this 
is equivalent to /Jx= I\~. Hence the uniform space· {X,{V }} a a a 
is complete i_f and 9nly if !J. = ·I\ ve: < a (X) xs (X) >. X a a 
Theorem 7.1: 
equivalent: 
For _a Ty .. ·c_· . .-_h_o_. n_-. off space X ·the _f;o·ll:.owi·n:g:·• are_:· < .. ······· 
··: ")· I-•. :. 
. •· ') 
~-1 -~- .· 
.•. .. . ) .. 
.l.V .•. · 
X is tq_p.olog_;i...ca.lly· contp·1e·te .• 
Fo;r e·ac:h. point pe: s fX-)-X there: 1·s :a loJ:~~1-l.-Y 
:finite covering {UxJ s.uch that plCfa(XlIJA 
for each A. 
titio:n- o··f.: unity :cp=·t-~-A Ll·~A=l} s:u.ch t-h·at-
A 
}?.iCl a (Xl {O ( ~X) } fo;r; ea Ch A •. 
Fo·r e.ach ·:paint :pe:-S: (x}·-x there is a sur-
·rourrd-in·g· ,v .. ·s·uGh that ( p , p) /V. 
v~-J· For each p·oin.t. pt S (X} if ( Xxp) /\ ~x= cI> th.en 





Proof: Let· {Va} be a uniformity- on X re·lative to wh:ich Xis 
·complete· that i-s 11 = I\ Ve: ( S (X) xs (X)) • We wish to s.·how first ' · · 1 X a a 
that i.) implies ii.) . For each pe: S (X) -x there is a -V such . 
. a-
that {p,p)/Ve:(B(X)xB(X)). Let d be a pseudometric on ·x such a 





topology. Then (X,-r) is paracompact. Consider the open cov-
ering of X by· {Uxl XEX} where Ux~{yEXI d(x,y)<l/2 2 } and let 
{OA} be a locally finite open refinement of {Ux}. p/ClS{X)Ux 
for each xe:X. For "'suppose pe:ClS(X)Ux for some xe:X. Then 
* 2 ' ' for any neighborhood U of p ·open in S(X), d(x,y)<l/2 for 
* * some ye:U nx. Let dx(y)=d(x,y) and: let dx be the extension 
* * ·. 2 of dx(y) over S(X). Then dx(p)~rl/2 <1/2, hence there is. a. 
* ·neighborhood W of p open in S (Xl such that 
* * * * [W xW] l\(XxX)=[W I\X] X ]W II X]CV for each a .• · a 
Thus (p,p):V~(S(X)xS(X)) but this is a contradiction. There,~ 
fore we must have PiCl 8 (X) o1 for each A. .... . 
.. 
'·it:.:'.). impl .. i.e.s iii.) .... s··uppoJ~-~-- ft.l\"} .i-:s ·a .l.o·c.ally -f:i::riite cover-
ing of X with th.e p.:r:operty 'that p/c18 (X) ux :f:o;r :each A and for 
atfy 'Pe: S. f~C"l -~-.- l'hen sinc:e X is: normal we. m·'1:y fi_nd- .a partition 
·o·f unity ~=·{~A I L-~A=l:} w-hich ·i:s .. s.ubo'.r·,d·inate to {UA}. ·Th,at. 
.. .A . 
. .. p/ClS(X){.O(~-A·)} for· ·e.ac·h: A :a.nd .for any pe:S(X)-X follows: 
immedi.at·e.ly .. 
:iii.i.J imp:.liesi i'v .• J· •: L_e't:- ,pe:S (X)-X and ·$:~pp_osf; ¢~{~·:x. I I".~A:=,:l.1-
is a partition of unity on x such that p;i'CTS(X) {O(~AJl for 
each A. Let a .. _ -be· ,def·in~-4 J?y d (x, y) =LI ~ A (xJ -,~X {y} I fot· 
A . . 
(x,y)EXXX and let,Vn={(x,y)EXXXI d(x,y)<1/2n}. It is clear 
that V 1 is a su:+rowiding. Furthermore , (p , p) ttf 1 • · 
•;' 
iv.) implies i • .). For each point pe:S(X)-X there is .;a. ·s.ur .. r-·o~un·.d.~ 
ing V such that (p,p)/V. Let· {V} be the collection of all a 
{X, {Va }J is a uniform space and IJ '1" a =llx· 
/.i ... 
··2·:.3·.· . 
. , __ :·:·.· 
., 
'1\ , .. ·,• .. 
.. 
I 
Hence Xis topol~gically complete. 
iii.) implies v.). For each point pe:S(X)-X assume there is a 
partition of unity ~~{~Al I~A=l} such that p/ClS(X){O(~A)} 
A 
for each A. Let d(x,y)=f l~A(x)-~A(y) I for (x,y)EXXX and let 
* d be the continuous extension of d over xxs (X) .• Let pE a (X) :_X 
* * * then (Xxp) ll !lx=~. d =l on Xxp and d =O on !lx, d e:C (xxs (X)) • 
v.) implies iii.)~ If :ptB(X) artd (Xxp)~!lx=~ then pe:B(X)-X. 
Let Fe:C (XXS (X)) be Stich that F=l on XXp and F=O on ll· • Let X 
F =Fl· {x}xa(X) and .set d(x,y)=I I F (p)-F (p) 11 = 
X ~ X y 
=sup I F ( p) - F ( p) I • 
PE s (X) X " y 
a· is a. ·pse.·udometr.ic ·on. x. ·Let T d be the topology induc.e:~1_ .by 
d:.: Then (X,td) i.s pq._~acompact. Co-n.aid.er .a covering o~f X by 
{Uxl xEX} where Ux={y£XI d(x,y)<l/2} and let{Oa.} be a local.,... 
ly f'ini te ope:n re·f.-inement o·f {tJxl xe:x·} •. ·Th~-re t.s- ·a ._p:aJrti tion 
of unity qj:::{~A I r~A:=:11 qn 
. A . . 
. . 
X s·ubordinate to {O . l and .. it is 
. . ·. ' . . . . .. :a. . 
clear that p/Cle (X) {O(~A) 'J 
::we ·sh:a.1·1 ·· s:ay ,fh-~tt a space x is: real c·o~pa·c.t: j~·.f· ·i.t '.i:s· 
:comp-lete· relative· to t.he weakest un·i:f.ormity fon,;:x·: with ·rE.ts:pec··t 
to ·which every co.n:t:i:ntious f·unc:tion on :x is tini:formly contin-
uous. It is n·o:t -di.ffi.cult to show that this uniforrt1:i ty is 
generated by sets of the form Vf:=·{.{:><:·,y)EXxXI jf(x)-f(yl_l.·<·tf·or· 
. ' 
f EC (X) • (Cf. [ 71) . Hence X is real- compact if and only if 
tix= 11 v:<e(X)xS(X)), and we have t.he following theorenu 
f 
Theorem 8 .1 :- te.t. X .be a Tycho.noff s1,a:ce... Then the ft1llowing 
24 













. ' ' . . ........... 
........ ti 
__ ...._ _ 
are equivalent: 
' 
i .'). X· is real compact. 
. ii.) For each point pe:S(X)-X there is a closed 
GO set, C, -of S (X) such that pEC c: s (X) -x. 
iii~.} For eadh point pEB(X)-X there is a 
·cotint.able star-finite partition of uni·ty. 
~={q>nf Aq> =l} On X such that PIC:lscx)Oftn> 
:for· each. n ... 
* :Pr·odff :· .Let R be th·e one-point coinpa.c.ti·fication of R, the 
* :r:e,al numbers. The.i1, f.o.r any f EC {X) there .is an f EC ( 8 (Xl) 
* ·1 I .. * . . such: that f·: · · :X=·f:. ·L:e,t Xf={pE S (XJ: f · (p_) ER} and let t.:Pe: com.-
:plement~~Y se:t: .'C_:f:=.s (X) -xf. For eaqJ1 f£.:C (X) let 
Vf==-{ { x , y) E xxx I I f (x). - f (y) I ·< 1 } ... 
~-
we wish to show tha:t tix= I\ v~ < s (X)xs (X)). Tf x£Kf then the.re f 
*' is· a- :ne.·ighbo r-lip·o.ci :u · ·of x op.en :i:n S: :(x) ~,µcb thot1t l f'. { ~) ~ t-{y) I < 1 
'* :for each ye:U • Hence (x,x) tV: for each xtXf. conversely, 
i'f p,t'Xf then fO:r 
there are poin:t,~ 
... * 
_. every neighborho'qd: o: ·· ,C>:f· p o:pen. in.. s>(}f) , 
* x,yEO such tJ:1at lf:(x)~f (y) I >l :and. hertc:e 
(p,p) £ClS(X)XS(X)J_XXX-Vf); that is, (p,p)/v;. 
we !:lave. tixf=tis (X)f\ v;. But 11v;c tis (X) a:rtd the·re,:f:ore .x· . ::. ·.•· ..... -. . . . . ... , - ... 
iJr :refc:i'l. compact if and on_ l_y__ :if X= I\ Xf. C ·is ,a ctl:ose·d· ·G f: ........ • .. cS f 
•, 
s.et of· S·(X) , cfc 8 (X) -x and every cltf$~d .. G6: s:et· 'ih s (X) -x is 
' 
·a Cf~: £-or some f EC (X). Hence w.e: .have: pro,ved. tha:t i .. ) and i.i .• ). 
ct:te ~Cl;llivale.nt. 











n ~cn~l)/n(x-1/n) + 1/n2 if 1/n<x<l/n-1 
- -
0 otherwise 
.h.11 i-s: -a :continuo~s function on R, the :r;eal numbers. Let . 
. g =h -~:f; ·then g is continuous. Now set <f> = gn ···n .n · n 
· n • Note 




ay th.is.: const:~u:c-t.:i:ot1 ,q>:.={~.n, l·$.11=l·l :is -'a 
n. 
·countable star~:fi·hit·e .pa.·rti·t·i.on ·o.f· un=i·ty ·and C·learly c 1\0 ( $ ):;qj· 
n 
-f·or each n . 
i_:ii.,.) :·im_p=l·ies 1·1.)-_. :I._f. q>={~nl l~n='l} is. ·a count,a·b.le star-
n . 
firfit_~: p_ar:t:i:'ti-qh 9.!, ·unity on x su_ch .t·ha,t P:tc·:1a("x.): tO(cJ>n)} for 
each n and for p£ a (X) -x then. f#};,cpn/2n is a cdrttinµoµs function 
,., ' * -n 
-~. :on. X- and pEZ (f )C S (X) -x. 
.:tx 
It is ktro.wn that i:n a regu:1ar-' =-sJ?·a~e X: :th:e ·p:tope·r,ty <:ff :bei·ng. 
Lindel~f is :equiva.:-1.ent to ·the fo·l~l:owing:.: ·:Ever·y open cove:ring 
of X has. h.a.s· a ¢ountable st·ar~:fd~nite open r~.finement. {Cf. [+]) 
We will tts~ this_ result in. ,.pr.ovin-9 ·the fo·llowing th~o.i;em: 
Theorem 9 .1: Let B (X) be an·Y. compactif·i:cati-o.n. of ;"X. 
the following ar.e equivalen·t: 
i.) X is· L··ind'.elt,£. 
··2·.·_.6·.· . . ... "\'· .. · __ 
··The·-n 




. . . !9.- .. :ror each compact set CC B (X) -x there 
'is a countable star-finite partition 
..- ,. 
of unity ~~{cp I r<P =l} on X such that 
· n L n 
n 
C/lClB(X) {O(<f>n) }=~ for each n. 
ii·±.) For each compact set CC:B (X) -X there 
is a closed G8 set F of B(X) such 
t.hat CC FC B (X) -X. 
iv.) For each compact set CC: B {X} -X there 
-
. 
·is ·t;l· countable· family.{Gn} of compact 
.. 
subseta: of' B (X) such that G /IC=~ for 
n 
e.a·ch. :n and 
00 
V G :> x. 1 n 
.:Etroof: i.) i;mp.l-i_·eJ3:" ii.). S·uppose X is a Lind~·leif ..: space:- and· 
let cc B (X) -x _be arty, -compact· -s~t. For each xt~i let. ti be a. x. 
neighborhood Of :x: sucll th.at c18 (X) ux /'I C=4i and consider an open 
covering of X by rux I xtXJ. Since X is Lincield.f there is a 
countable s-tar·-finit_e: ref:ine·meht {W. }, o:t:- {U ... :I: .XEX}. Le··t· 
· ··n·· · x· ···· · 
~= { <P . I l cp .. =-1} ·be.: a ::p:itrtit_i.P..~ o·f un·:ity :o,rt X:. -whi_ch i's subordinate n .-· .n 
n-
-to {W }·. n . We· can do this since _X .. :L:s- ,n-or.ma.l. :The·n -~I-early 
ClB"(X) {O ( ~n) }/l C=f for each n. 
( 
ii._) -imp:_lies iii.) . Let f .:_e:::C:('B(.XJ) :pe: su:c:h· ·t·hat- ·o··<;f· .<::'.I, f· =o·· n · .··, · -· 
- n- n · 
_o_n_ C:,_. and: f_"n=l t>n -~_t8 ... (··x···i)· .. {:o·:( frt) J.: .: . ... 
'• . . .. . . 
Set f;;,,Ifn/2n. 
n 
cll.o:.sed ·G 0- ,se:t c;:f· B (X) an·d fu:rt.:·he.onore cc: z (f)c: B {X) -x. 
i.:ii-.) implies iv.). Note th:at the complement of a G0 ~$~ in: 
.B{Xl is an F
0 
set. Now if ·for CC B (X) -X there .is.= ct ·G_i. se·t G' 
27 
,, 
' a_ 44,..._.....,_, ~....,,,i:.1,,,;<~"""~"~'·v.tcj-.~.,,...,,~tt,~~"''°"·.,_...,._,.,,_::;,1::-l"'!'<'."-j-,~-.. --.•,;-·-: ·.· 
(X) 
:i·n B(X) such that CCGC:B(X)-X, then B(X)-G:,x and B(X)-G=UG 
. l n 
where G is closed in B (X) an·d hence compact for each n. n ,. 
iv.) implies i.) 4! Let {U} be .any open covering of X and let a 
u: be the proper extension of 0
0 over B(X) for each a. Let 
C=B(X)- U Ue:. 
a 
a 
' Then C is a closed subset of B(X)-X. If there 
exists a collection {Gn} of compact subsets of B(X) such that 
CX> 
Gn(l C= 4l for· ·e.ac:h. ·n_ ·and UG: :, X, then each G is covered by a n n 1 
finite nurctbe·r of u:' s, say {u: ·}, for each n. 
·n 
00 
Hence UG is 
1 n 
cov~red by a countable subfamily o.f. {TJ:}. Therefore we have 
00 CO 
X C VUe: and_ .he.nee X CU U and X i-s Lindelof. 1 ak 1 ak 
:x 
A metric space __ x. -i_s ca·1:1ed. me.t·.r·ically c.omplet·e if g·ivet1 
. . . 
.aily Cauchy sequence. {x . l in -X_, ·t·here exists a ·po:int xe:.:X such n 
·th·at !im xn =x. A topological -$J;>ace is said.- to be. completely 
m.e.trizable if it is homeomorp~hic wit.h a: rnetriCctlly complete 
.T-heorem 10.1: .A, metric: space (i,Pl -is a ·G: 0 :in S(X) if and 
only if it :·.i:$: completely metriza.bl:e·. 
Proof: We ·may suppose _f·ir·.st of al·l th,ii.t p (x,y) <l for every 
~-
pair (x,y),e:XxX for if not then .. we ¢_ay replace p ·oy·· the equi-
val~nt met·ric p.1~m:iJ1.(l,p (x,y)). For any x 0 e:x, p,:(x0 ,_y) is a 
:bounded contin,uous· function on X hence there exi$t,,a a: con-
:2t8 
.. -.. : -.. 
tinuous function tPx e:C(a(X)) such.that t/Jx (x)=p(x0 ,x) for 0 0 
each xe:X. It is clear that p(x,y)< ~ (z) + t/J (z) for x,ye:X, 
- X y 
and for any ze: 8 (X). 
For x 0 e:x and n=l,2, ••. let rc-x0.,.fi.)'.~{xe:S(X) I t/Jx (x) <1/h}.· 
' 0 
r (x0 ,n) is an open subset of S (X) for each x0 e:X and for every 
',;,-·· 
n=l, 2,... • Thus G = lJX r (x0 ,n) is ope:n in a (X). XC'G for n xoe: n 
00 00 
each n and hence XC: U G • Let ye: V G • Then there exist 1 n 1 n 
po·irtt:s ·Xn,xme:X such that p (xn,xm)2_ tlJx (y') +: l/Jx (y) <·1./ntl/m .• 
n m 
'I'h·eref'ore - {x I n=l, 2, •.• } is c. Cauchy sequence in ~, ,ctnd there n. 
--
} 
is some ·pc1in.t xE·X such that lim x =x. The cl:a.im i.s· th.at ~=y ..• 
.. .. n+oo n 
Supp6se on -the: contrary that x~y. Then there exist open sets 
U,V of :S{X'-) s·:uc·:h,that Xe:·U, ye:V and U1'V~<P. Now xe:UI\X hence 
tn.e:re, is an integer n>O sµcp that if p(x,z)<2/n then ziU/lX. 
Ifwe set W={ze:S(X)I l/Jx(z)<.:2:/.n} then Wis open in S(X) and 
.; 
X/lWC:U. Now since Xis dense in S(X) we have, 
WC::Cl S {X) (XII W)C Cl S (X) UC S (X) -V, 
:hence W /\ V= <P. For each ZEV we have 1 '· (z):.>2/n. 
'fx ·---· . . .
'VJ:x (y) ~2/n, hence fo.r each ze:X we have 
p {x, z) < p (x,,lc'. ) .+ p (x , z l < ]~/P + P: (:~ ... ,-z) 
· - - - ·n · n - ·· ·· ,_ ·n. · · 
and there fo.re , 
In particulat 
wx(..z)~ tµx (z) + :1/n for each ez'.·e·s·.(x;l :~ But then. We: llQVe.·., 
- n 
lJlx (y) ~ tPx (y) + 1/n. ~ 1/ri + ·1/·n· ·=2/n and this is a, 
n 
00 
contradiction. Thus we must have x=y and X= U G • X" is t·h·e.11, 1 - n 
' .. 
~- !~-~ ,. ·.~ !·~·, J_ ~~ (~( ; 
. ' 
• ,I, 
:'~'~':".QRJ ----···[ l.lllif Jilili- iiidkliill liiiiiiiiit iii· 1a· tiii.' -.1 i.;--- .;.· .. -.;;.-(~--rt.;;··::·;;-·;;;· -;;;·,; ====· =·· ···Z:::··-:..·,C::-·--.. -·,~-,·:,·-Z·--===-·==" ;,;,.::;, =====• ,.=· • :::!·, ... ==• • ::!, - -~-=~~~~!!!!,!!c !!, !!!! .. -!!!,.,-
~: 
ex, 
Now suppose X is a G~ in a (X). B (X)-X= U F where F is 
, u • 1 n n 
closed in B(X). If B(X)-X=t then X=a(X) and Xis a compact 
-· metric space and is metrically complete. Thus we may assume 
X~S(X). For any XEX, p(x,y) is a bounded continuous function 
on X and hence has a continuous extension 1P to B(X). If x~y X 
then there exist open sets u,v of a(X) such that XEU, yEV and 
UI\V=<I> ... There exists an e:>O sucl\Lthat p (x,z) <e: for every 
ze:U/lX. Then p(x,z)~e: for every ze:C1S(X) (UllX) and since 
Uc:S(X)-V= ClS(X) (S(X)-V) we have ClS(X)uc:a(X)-V. Thus 
Thus YE a (X) -Cl 8 (X) u a_nd 1Px (y) ~e:. Thus for every YE a (X) 
'·lV:x:(y)>O if xt,y. Sinqe Fn is closed in ·a(X), wx(y) attains a 
n1inimum value in F, say a(x,F ). S:i.nce xe:X, F /lX=<P we have n n n 
CJ (X, F ) > 0. 
n 
(. 
If x,ye:X then p(x,.z:_J_<p::(x,y) + p(y,.z._} -fo~ ~-very z.t--x·.and: 
:.-
'r'-1. t, 
, .. -r .:bence )JJ (z) < p (x, y) + ·lJJ: _(z) for every z e::a __ -: (XJ_· • 
·X - :Y 
er (x, F n) ~ p :('x_,:_y') + cr (y, F n) an_:d ·s-imi:l.arly 
cr(y,Fn)2- p('x,y) + cr(x,Fn). There:f:·ore,. 
I a ( x , F ) - cr ( y , F ) I <- p ( x , _:y} •. n n -- -
·F.or x, ye:X se·-t fn (x, y) = p (x, y) +er (x, F ) +a (y, F ) ·>O: .an.a. n - n 
00 
--n 
, g n ( x , y ) = p ( x , y) , p O = p ( ,c , __ y l + l 2 · g n ( x , y ) • 
. fn(x,y) 1 
O < :g. . <-1 s.o· t:he· 
- :n- :~ . 
series converges. It is clea~ p0 (x,y)=p(y,x) and p0 (x,x)=O. 
,., If xt,y then Po (x,y) >O. From the definition of gn(x,z) it 
follows that 
,9n(x,z)~ p(x,y) + p(y,z) 






• ·. I 
' 
• I 
Also since a(y,Fn)~ p(x,y) + cr(x,Fn) 
and cr(y,Fn)~ p (y,z) + cr(z,Fn) we have 
p (x,y) + p (y,z) + cr(x,Fn) + cr(z,Fn)~ p(x,y)+cr(x,Fn)+cr(y,Fn) 
p(y,z)+cr(y,F )+cr(z,F) 
n n 
P 0 (x,z)2 P0 (x,y) + p0 (y,z). 
We have thus shown that Po is a distance function.for x. 
We wish to prove that p and Po are equivalent metrics. Let 
{xn} be a Cauchy sequence converging to x in 'tll.e metric Po-· 
~im Po(xn,x)=O implie~ ~iID p(xn,x)=O sinc:e: p(Xn,x)2 P(}(.Xn,JC). 
· . , ··k.+:1 Now let £>0 and choose an integer k>O sU.¢1:l that 1/2 <t. 
Then fot· all n=l,2, ... 
,and h·ence· 
.... -.. ' . 
:k 
PO (xn 'x) < P (xn ,·~') +"-~-I 
i::;l 
p(xn,x)+o(x,Fi)+cr(Xn,Fi) 
. -.. : .. 
. k 
.f p: (..~n:r:X.:) + .I 
i::;l 
Si·n.c~·e. lim p (x ,x)=O·, 
.n+.oo n . 
·-i · p (x ,x) 2 J n 




\. · . ~.1 p ( X , X) · · · lint L . 2 · .. ~· --..... ··-:_n ____ ;=Q st> t·here 
n .. 90: i=:l 
p (x ,x) +a (x,F.) n , . 1 
exists an integer p such that for n>p, 
k ·, o~.:~x 2-1 
1. :......1: -----------~;-. 
p (x ,x) +cr (x,F.) 
n 1 
=We f:h~11 .h·av:e 
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since E>O is arbitrary. Thus we have shown that p,p 0 are 
equivalent metrics for X or that (X,p), (X,p 0 ) are homeomorp~ic. · 
-
We wish to show now that (X,p 0) is metrically complete. 
Suppose· {xn} is a Cauchy sequence in (X,p 0). We prove the 
existence of a point XEX such that lim p0 (x ,x)=O or enui-n-+oo n -.:\ 
valently lim p(xn,x)=O. 
n-*oo 
Since a (X) is compact there exists a point Xe.a {X): such 
that given· any neighborhood u of x in a (X)_, xn EU for an in-
finite number· of n~. We will show that XEX which will complete 
00 
the proof. Suppose on the contrary that XES (X) -X= u F • r, 
1 n 
·Then there exists an ... i.nteger k suc.h that xeFk. For E >0 there· 
exists_ an integ .. e.,r· p>.O: such that f·or· n,m>p, p (x ,x ) <p·o (x ,x ) <c 
· · · · · · · .. ·· ·· n rn - n m ~ 
/: 




There·. e:xi_s'ts :a: neighborhood Y:rt .c>f .. X.- in 
a(X) such that l~x (z)-tjJ~ f~) 1~~ 
n ··n. 
for every z.e:V. and: -th·e:r.e i.s: 
-. n 
an integ .. er .m.·n-... '·>.P· .. such· tha·t· x··. s.V·. hertce, ·j ·1'• '(x ··)·· - 11i (x) I <e: 
-- . - -· . Ill . . :n . . - . " "'.x . rri . 'f' X · ' 
n n p n 
·O'r· eqµ·i.-:V·a.1·et1t.l'y .I p1 (xn , xm ) -tjJx ·{xJ ·1 <-.e:,. 
n n 
S i:n.:<:Je · ri.' ,.·Itl11 .> p_ , p ( x n , xm ) < .·~ 
n 
h.e:-no.e .. :$·x, .. (::xJ<.2,e;. Therefo:r;e cr:.{·~n'F:kl~2.t. fo.r :n:»:P s;o. we have 
n 
-k-·2 there exists an integer p>4 ~tich that p 0 (xn,xp)K2 · 
-k 
every n>p. We then have p 0. (x ,x ) > 2 gk (x· ,x ) = ·. n p-- n p 
·:2~)c _______ P _(_x_n_'_x __ p_) -----
·p (x ,x )+o (x ,Fk .. J+.cr(x ,Fk) n p n ·· · p 
£or 
. -· .. 
and therefore, 
-k+l p 0 (x ,x· )> 2 n p - p (x ,x ·> >CJ: _______ n __ P ______ ....... 
~(xJ,xp) + cr(xn,Fk) 
:_s·in·ce c1 ( x ~ Fk) < p ( x , x ) + cr ( xn , Fk) • p ~ n p 
~ 
Hence for each n>p, 




p (xn,xp) + cr(xn,Fk} 
-k-2 
< 2 and thus 
P.!.xn ,xp) <cr (xn ,Fk). But ~!IJl cr (x0 ,Fk)=O and therefore 
lim p (x , x ) =O. 
n+oo n p There exists an ±nteger g>p such that for 
every n>q p (x ,x ) <1/2 1 ' 1 (x·)· .• n p · 't'x · · · p· 
x: .in a (X) such that . lJJx .(.z-> >. ·._1,:/2- 1/J (~,-.. (x) .for an:y· z-:.tu-. Hen·ce. 
p. p 
.~ 
t·here exists· an .integ.e:r ··n>q such that x EU and :we h·.ave: n 
·p·. (.x , x ) =111 ·(·x );.> 1/ ..2: 1 ,.·. (x·):. :Bu.t this. is a :co.n.tr.a·di.ct·ion.-. · n p "'·x... · :n · ·.· ·· r.x.· ... : · ,. · .. p . p 
·~$-·ince x:n -+ :x.· :i~n· :.s tXl •. 





i ~- .. 
As is evid·ertt·., the: properties which we have investigated 
yield some ve~y ·concise results. At the risk of appearing 
repetitious le-t us review these conc1'1.sions in a different 
light with- an eye to finding som~- :connection .between the 
seemingly different properties. 
' In Theorem 6. 3 we showed that if a Tychonoff space X is 










pact subset of a(X)-X. One method whereby we can abcomplish 
this is by means of a locally finite covering. Although this 
does not imply any definite measure concepts for the elements 
of the covering ~t does give us an idea of just what is hap-
pening. The same is true for the other methods of separation, 
i.e. by partitions of unity and by surroundings. Theorem 7.1 
supplies the analogous conditions under which a Tychonoff 
space will be topologically complete. This occurs when we 
can separate X from points in a (X) -x in exactly the same way 
as we separated compact· su·b_·set-s of s (X)-X from X in Theorem 6. 3. 
· Thus we -make the obvious irtf:erence that a paracompact Tycho-
nof f space: is, topologically complete. 
Again -'I'h:eorem 8 .1 repeats this sam_e· ·type of structure. 
,.·:rt ·~rtat~s that ·a. Tychonof f space is real compact if we can 
' 
.. se:parate points in . a (X) -X from X by means of closed G O' s in 
S:'(XJ. The parallel is The-orem· 9 .1 for the Lind·elo:f p·roperty. 
One of the con.ditions is .. that X c-.an .b~ ·separated· from compact 
sub,sets of a-(X) -X, where B (X) is n·ow any compactification of 
X, by means. of closed G0 's in B'(X). H.ence if a space- i,s Litt~ 
de·lof: it is. real compact:~ 
Cech' s theorem comp}.et;.e:Ly char~5terizes sp,aces which are, 
.G·.6 1 :S in S (X) ; .. they are ·completely metrizable· Sp.aces. The 
pattern ·is therefore clear except for .one ·1.ink which seems 
to-= b.e lacking. We ha:ye· :as yet n_q., eq.u_:t·v-a. .. l'·en.:Ge condition for 
.X metric. It seexns t-h·a·t there should be s_ome analogue in the 
case where X is metri,c in 8 (X) • Tamano has studied this pro-
b.lem and given a .soi_u:t-i.on which involve~ ... i in xxa (X) but this 
3·4 
.... 
seems to be unsatisfactory. The question is: What property 
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